ART. 250]
HETEROGENEOUS ELLIPSOIDS.
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be an element .of the normal to the ellipsoid drawn outwards we have (since V} V differ only in the limit X)
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Again X and p are given by the equations
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Differentiate the former and put X = 0, we have
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since the direction cosines dx/dn, &c., of the normal are p#/a2, &c. Substitute these values in (1) and we find that a=Ap'^r(a/a, &c.). This is therefore the density of the stratum which produces the potentials F, V.
249. The potential of a solid ellipsoid whose density is p—Ax?ygzh "being known we can immediately deduce that of a thin homoeoid having the same law of density. We write a=ma1> b=mb1> c=mcx, u—rn^u^ and then differentiate with regard to m. The thickness dp of the homoeoid thus obtained is given by d^/# = ^(ma1)/m%==dm/m, Art. 195. The surface density <r=pdp=ppdm/m. After the differentiation has been effected it is convenient to put ni=l, so that a1? blt cl9 % become again a, b, c, u. We may also omit the factor dm and regard the homoeoid as a layer of finite density <r=pp. It is supposed that A is independent of the axes a, b, c.
The potential of the solid ellipsoid becomes after these changes have been made
The operator D is unaltered, X = X1m2, and
— &c.
where 5 represents the quantity in brackets. Since R = Q when u=\ and therefore 5=0 when w1=X1, we may as before treat Xx as constant when differentiating with regard to m. We now see that m enters into the expression for F only implicitly through S. The differential coefficient of V is therefore 2mdV/dS. When m=l, S=R and exactly replaces E in the formula for F, hence dV/dm = 2dVldR. The potential of the homoeoid is therefore found by differentiating that of the solid ellipsoid with regard to E and doubling the result.
25O.    The potential  of   a  heterogeneous  homoeoid whose surface  density  is <r~Apxfy9zh being known, that of a solid ellipsoid whose density is
p = (1 - z2/a2 - &c.)K~1 xfy°z*
can be deduced by integration. Let a, &, c be the semi-axes of the ellipsoid whose potential is required, ma, &c., (m-hdm)a, &c. those of an elementary homoeoid as

